
 

Whale-watching guidelines don't include boat
noise. It's time they did, say researchers
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Humpback whale breach at Ningaloo. Credit: Kate Sprogis, Author provided

Imagine … eco-tourists enjoying views of undisturbed whales and
dolphins, watching them doing what comes naturally.

This is ultimately what we all wish to see when spending time in nature
watching animals. We can achieve this by using quieter boats.

But why do we need quieter boats? Whales and dolphins primarily use
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hearing to sense their surroundings (rather than sight like humans do).
Sound travels almost five times faster underwater than it does in the air,
so it's an important sense for whales. They rely on sounds to
communicate, navigate, feed and detect predators.

Our new research confirms noise from a boat watching whales at a
distance of 300 meters can still disturb them. And watching whales
involves a lot of boats and millions of tourists each year. This multi-
billion-dollar industry is active in waters off more than 100 countries.
The Australian whale-watching industry is one of the biggest in the
world.

Because the industry actively seeks out whales and dolphins, using
quieter boats should be a priority. Yet current whale-watching
guidelines, including Australia's, do not include noise levels. They
should.

As the whale-watching season begins in Australia for humpback whales
and southern right whales, we offer tips here for individual operators to
reduce noise from their boats.

How does noise affect whales and dolphins?

Besides income for local communities, whale watching has education
and conservation benefits if tourists are inspired to care for the
environment.

Despite these benefits, watching whales from a motorized boat and 
swimming with whales can disturb their natural behavior. For example, it
might prevent them from resting or feeding, or change their breathing,
swimming and dive patterns. These impacts are especially important for
whales with young.
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https://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/explorations/sound01/background/acoustics/acoustics.html#:~:text=Sound%20moves%20at%20a%20faster,of%20water%20differ%20from%20air.
https://phys.org/tags/whales/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308597X23000520
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/B9780128043271002624
https://phys.org/tags/whale+watching/
https://www.agriculture.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/aust-national-guidelines-whale-dolphin-watching-2017.pdf
https://phys.org/tags/southern+right+whales/
https://phys.org/tags/local+communities/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2021.696136/full
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022098119301194


 

If the cumulative effects of these short-term impacts are not considered,
they can lead to long-term consequences for the animals, such as 
population declines or leaving an area altogether.

Such outcomes are not only negative for the animals, but also for the
whale-watching industry that depends on them.

Whale-watching guidelines overlook noise impacts

Many countries have guidelines on the boat's minimum distance from
the animals (typically around 100 meters), the speed at which it passes
(typically below wake speed) and the approaching angle (typically from
the side-rear). Guidelines, however, do not consider the noise level of
the boat's engine. A very loud boat is, in effect, considered to have the
same impact on the animals as a very quiet boat.

Research confirms louder boat noise disturbs whales more than quiet
boat noise. Boats should be as quiet as possible.

We recommend a noise threshold be added to whale-watching
regulations, ideally around the volume of the natural underwater
background noise. At this level, boat noise is perhaps audible to the
whales but with a low perceived loudness. This change to the guidelines
will help minimize disturbance to whales and dolphins.

You can see how humpback whales change their behavior in response to
low, medium and high underwater boat noise in this video from our
study.

 What do whale-watching boats sound like underwater?

A range of different boats are used for whale watching worldwide. We
have calculated the underwater noise level of whale-watching boats
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/4124706
https://wwhandbook.iwc.int/en/responsible-management/guidelines-and-regulations
https://elifesciences.org/articles/56760
https://phys.org/tags/humpback+whales/
https://elifesciences.org/articles/56760#video1
https://elifesciences.org/articles/56760#video1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308597X21003870


 

operating at low speeds. The quietest boat was a hybrid boat using its
electric engines.

The vessel with the quieter electric engines was later used in an
experiment with short-finned pilot whales. This study compared the
whales' responses to the boat's quieter electric engines and its louder
petrol engines.

What was the result? The louder engines did indeed disturb the behavior
of short-finned pilot whales compared to the quieter engines. Notably,
resting and nursing of young decreased.

Ultimately, some vessels are better designed to minimize noise
emissions. You can hear the quieter electric-engined boat in this
recording from the study (download). This makes this boat more
appropriate for whale watching.

Noise when arriving and departing matters too

Having a quiet boat will reduce the disturbance to animals. However,
even when a whale-watch operator adheres to current best-practice
guidelines, there may still be disturbance.

This is because as a vessel increases in speed to leave the whales, it
produces higher underwater noise levels. Our research shows this is
likely to disturb whales. So we recommend boats maintain a slow speed
when approaching and departing whales—say, less than 10 knots within
1km of the whales.

We know it is exciting to zoom off towards a breaching whale, leaving a
sleeping whale behind, but the sudden increase in boat speed and noise
may then disturb that sleeping whale.
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-00487-0
https://cdn.theconversation.com/audio/2789/arranz-et-al-2021-sound-of-hybrid-vessel-electric-engine-from-whale-watching-paper.mp3
https://phys.org/tags/noise+levels/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.marpol.2023.105525


 

Five tips to reduce boat noise

On an individual level, boat operators can easily reduce disturbance to
whales and dolphins by considering the following five factors.

Speed increases noise from the propeller, so lower the speed, even when
arriving/departing.

Distance: the closer a vessel is the greater the peak in noise, so keep to
the regulated distance.

Gear shifts cause high-level noise changes, so minimize shifting.

Approach type to the animals can cause disturbance—driving in front
of their path, for example, so drive in parallel to their path.

Movements of a boat, such as fast and erratic movements, can disturb
animals, so drive consistently.

To further reduce noise, whale-watching companies can use larger,
slower-moving propellers (to minimize the water disturbance that creates
noise), quieter/electric engines and/or install noise absorption gear.

Both the industry and the whales will benefit from companies using
quieter whale-watch boats and approaches.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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